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Clarity Press, Inc. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 234 pages. Prison privatization
is a rapidly increasing phenomenon in many Western countries
as governments seek to manage burgeoning prison populations
within the constraints of a neo-liberal political agenda. But how
is public well being served when prisons are run for profit
Bringing together a group of the most accomplished writers and
activists on human rights and prison priva-tization, Capitalist
Punishment: Prison Privatization and Human Rights discusses
privatization within its historical and ideological context, and in
relation to international standard minimum rules developed by
the United Nations in relation to prison management. Capitalist
Punishment examines the adverse effects of private prisons on
inmates related to physical and sexual abuse, health care,
education, training, and rehabilitation, as corporations seek to
maximize profits. It describes the impact on prison staff, from
whose salaries corporate profits are wrung, of further cost
cutting in the design of facilities and allocation of personnel.
Special attention is paid to the effect on vulnerable groups such
as women, children, and dispro-portionately incarcerated
minority and indigenous communities. Even as serious questions
emerge in the West as to whether privatized prisons offer a more
effective...
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This written publication is wonderful. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom You will not really feel monotony
at at any time of your time (that's what catalogues are for relating to if you ask me).
-- Desm ond B ecker-- Desm ond B ecker

Absolutely essential go through publication. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will not
feel monotony at at any time of the time (that's what catalogues are for regarding if you ask me).
-- Am br ose Thom pson II--  Am br ose Thom pson II
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